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Abstract
We study families of cellular resolutions by looking at them as a category and
applying tools from representation stability. We obtain sufficient conditions on the
structure of the family to have a noetherian representation category and apply this to
concrete examples of families. In the study of syzygies we make use of defining the
syzygy module as a representation and find conditions for the finite generation of this
representation. We then show that many families of cellular resolutions coming from
powers of ideals satisfy these conditions and have finitely generated syzygies, including
the maximal ideals and edge ideals of paths.
1 Introduction
Cellular resolutions are a powerful construction for resolving modules given by monomial
ideals and they contain a lot of structure ([2],[3]). Computational evidence on cellular reso-
lutions have long suggested that in some families we have finitely generated syzygies given
by some finite number of resolutions in the family; however, there has not been a satisfac-
tory proof of this. In this paper we study families of cellular resolutions from a categorical
perspective and by using representations of categories that is motivated by computational
results on syzygies. Categorical representation stability, in particular the tools that were
introduced by Sam and Snowden in [13], has been useful while studying noetherianity and
finite generation of representations. Using tools from representation stability we establish
sufficient conditions for families of cellular resolutions to have finitely generated syzygies.
The main idea is to define syzygies as a representation of the family and then show finite
generation for this representation using noetherianity and covering of the cell complexes.
This method allows us to use families with non-minimal cellular resolutions to study the
syzygies.
The main result of this paper is on the conditions when a family of cellular resolutions
has finitely generated syzygies.
Theorem. If F is a family of cellular resolutions with noetherian representation category
RepS(F) such that the cell complex supporting Fi is covered by the cell complexes supporting
Fj, j < i, for all i large enough. Then the syzygy representation σt is finitely generated for
all t.
Other than being able to show that certain families have finitely generated syzygies, using
categorical representations to study cellular resolutions can give new insights and it equips
them with a structure. In particular it seems to be suited to studying cellular resolutions of
powers of ideals. We illustrate this by studying the specific examples of families, the powers
of maximal ideals and edge ideals of paths are among the examples we prove to have finitely
generated syzygies.
The organisation of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we cover the needed background
material for cellular resolutions, their morphisms and the necessary tools from representation
stability. In Section 3 we give the definition of linear families, detailed example of powers of
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I = (x, y, z), and the results on noetherianity and Gro¨bner properties. Section 4 is devoted
to studying the syzygy representation and its relation to the covering of cell complexes and
contains the main theorem. Sections 5 and 6 cover explicit families including edge ideals of
paths and maximal ideals. Finally in Section 7 we suggest a way of dealing with a family of
cellular resolutions where each resolution is over a different ring. This section addresses some
of the limitations the setting of the earlier sections have had and we suggest an alternative
way of approaching the family categorically that allows us to lift the results of the previous
sections.
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2 Preliminary results
2.1 Cellular resolutions
In this section we define the needed notions of cellular resolutions and their category. More
detailed information on cellular resolutions can be found in [12] and on the categorical
aspects in [10].
Definition 2.1. A labelled cell complex X is a regular CW-complex with monomial labels
on the faces. The vertices of X have labels xa1 ,xa2 , . . . ,xar where a1, a2, . . . , ar ∈ N
n.
The faces F of X have the least common multiple of the monomial labels of the vertices it
contains, xaF = lcm{xav : v ∈ F}. The label on the empty face is 1, i.e. x0.
Definition 2.2. The degree of a face F is the exponent vector aF of the monomial label.
Definition 2.3. Let S(−aF) be the free S-module with a generator F in degree aF. Then
the cellular complex FX is given by (FX)i =
⊕
F∈X
dimF=i−1
S(−aF) with a differential
∂(F ) =
∑
G⊂F
sign(G,F )xaF−aGG.
We call the chain complex FX a cellular resolution if it is acyclic, that is, FX has non-zero
homology only at degree 0.
Proposition 2.4 ([12], Def 4.3). The differentials in the cellular complex can also be de-
scribed by monomial matrices, with the columns and rows having the corresponding faces as
labels and the scalar entries coming from the usual differential for reduced chain complex.
The free S-modules of FX are then the ones represented by the matrices.
Another useful result for cellular resolutions makes use of order of vectors. If a and b
are two vectors in Nn, we have a  b if b− a ∈ Nn. Let X be a labelled cell complex, then
we can define the subcomplex Xb to be the complex consisting of all the faces with labels
 b. Then we have the following.
Proposition 2.5 ([12], Prop 4.5). The cellular free complex FX supported on X is a cellular
resolution if and only if Xb is acyclic over k for all b ∈ N
n.
For category-theoretic purposes one needs a morphism between two cellular resolutions.
This was defined in [10]. Informally a morphism between two cellular resolutions is a pair
of a chain map and a cellular map that do the same thing on the corresponding cells and
generators of modules. More formally we get the definitions below.
Definition 2.6. Let g : X → Y be a cellular map between two labelled cell complexes X
and Y with label ideals I and J respectively. The set map ϕg : I → J is the map defined by
the action of g, i.e. label mx ∈ I maps to my ∈ J if and only if the face x labelled with mx
maps to the faces y1, . . . , yr labelled by my1 , . . . ,myrwith my = lcm(my1 , . . . ,myr) under g,
and mx ∈ I maps to 0 if and only if the face labelled by mx is not mapped to anything in Y .
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Definition 2.7. We say that a cellular map g : X → Y is compatible with a chain map
f : FX → FY if f0(x) = ϕg(x) for all x ∈ I, and fi maps the generator ex, associated to face
x ∈ X, in FX,i to some linear combination of the generators eyi , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r}, associated
to yi ∈ Y with the coefficients in S if and only if g maps x to union of y1, y2, . . . , yr.
This definition of maps between cellular resolutions is very restrictive and balances the
topological and algebraic properties. One thing to note is that the component f0 in the
chain map must be a 1× 1 matrix, i.e. multiplication by some element of S. However, this
does leave us with plenty of maps including Morse maps coming from Morse theory and the
change of orientation on the cell complex.
Definition 2.8. Define CellRes to be the category given by:
• A class of objects consisting of cellular resolutions, supported on any regular CW-
complex,
• A set of morphisms for any pair of objects FX and GY with individual maps given by
the compatible pairs (f , f).
The morphisms between cellular resolutions are an important part in most of the results
relating to representation stability. Here we list a few observations and notions for them.
The first definition concerns the terminology which we will use later in the paper.
Definition 2.9. Let (f , f) be a morphism of cellular resolutions. It is called a multiplication
by monomial m or a morphism corresponding to a multiplication if ϕf is a multiplication
by a monomial m.
Proposition 2.10. Embeddings in cell complexes supporting cellular resolutions give cellular
morphisms.
Proof. Let X and Y be two labelled cell complexes supporting cellular resolutions FX and
FY , respectively, and suppose that we have an embedding f : X → Y . Since the embedding
of labelled cell complexes respects the labelling we get that the map ϕf is an identity map.
Then we can find a chain map with f0 = ϕf and choose the rest of the matrices with entries
1 or -1 based on where f takes the higher dimensional cells. Then these form a compatible
pair and we have a morphism of cellular resolutions corresponding to embeddings.
2.2 Representation stability
In this section we review the concepts needed from representation stability as defined by
Sam and Snowden [13]. Let R be a commutative noetherian ring. This assumption is not
necessary but in our setting almost all rings are commutative polynomial rings with finitely
many variables. Hence, they are also noetherian. Let ModR be the category of R modules.
Throughout this section we assume the category C to be essentially small. Recall that this
means the category C is equivalent to some small category or alternatively it is locally small
and has small number of isomorphism classes as objects (assuming the axiom of choice).
For more on the category theory definitions and theorems one can look at [11] for example.
We want the category C to be of ”combinatorial nature”, which informally means objects
are finite sets, possibly with some extra structures, and morphisms are functions with extra
structure allowed.
Definition 2.11. Let C be an essentially small category. A representation or a C-module
over R is a functor
C → ModR .
The representations of C form a category denoted by RepR(C). This is an abelian functor
category with the morphisms between representations given by natural transformations.
Next we want to look at some definitions related to the properties of individual repre-
sentations (or modules). Let M be a representation of C. A subrepresentation N of M is a
subfunctor of M , that is
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Definition 2.12. Let M be a representation of C. An element of M is an element of M(x)
for some x ∈ C.
Having defined an element one can then talk about the generating sets for representations.
Definition 2.13. Let S be any set of elements of M . The smallest subrepresentation of
M containing S is said to be generated by S. The representation M is said to be finitely
generated if it is generated by some finite set of elements.
The following representation is one of the main tools used to study noetherianity for the
representations.
Definition 2.14 ([13]). The principal projective representation for an element x is the
functor Px given by Px(y) = R[Hom(x, y)].
Remark 2.15. In the paper of Sam and Snowden [13] they do not explicitly give the morphism
part of the principal projective. The natural choice of maps between the Hom sets in the
principal projective are post compositions, so this gives then a morphism between Px(y) and
Px(z) if we have a morphism f : y → z.
An important fact about the principal projectives is that a representation of C is finitely
generated if and only if it is a quotient of a finite direct sum of principal projectives.
Definition 2.16. Let M ∈ RepR(C). We say M is noetherian if every ascending chain of
subobjects stabilises, or equivalently every subrepresentation is finitely generated.
The category RepR(C) is noetherian if every finitely generated representation in it is
noetherian.
Next we have the following result.
Proposition 2.17 ([13], Prop 3.1.1.). The category RepR(C) is noetherian if and only if
every principal projective is noetherian.
One way to study representations is to use pullback functors, and we will use this in
Section 6.2. Given a functor Φ : C → C′ there is a pullback functor Φ∗ : RepR(C
′) →
RepR(C). The following finiteness property is particularly useful.
Definition 2.18 ([13], Def 3.2.1.). Let Φ : C → C′ be a functor. Then Φ satisfies property
(F) if given any object x ∈ C′ there exists finitely many y1, y2, . . . , yn ∈ C and morphisms
fi : x → Φ(yi) such that for any y ∈ C and any morphism f : x → Φ(y) there exists a
morphims g : yi → y such that f = Φ(g) ◦ fi.
Proposition 2.19 ([13],Prop 3.2.3.). A functor Φ : C → C′ satisfies the property (F) if
and only if Φ∗ : RepR(C
′) → RepR(C) maps finitely generated objects to finitely generated
objects.
Finally, we move on to covering the definition of Gro¨bner bases for categories and Gro¨bner
categories from Sam and Snowden [13]. Those will make an appearance in Section 3.3. Let
S : C → Set denote a fixed functor to sets and let Sx : C → Set be the functor given
by Sx(y) = Hom(x, y). A principal subfunctor is a subfunctor of S generated by a single
element.
Definition 2.20. The poset |S| is the set of principal subfunctors of S that is partially
ordered by reverse inclusion.
Let P denote the free module R[S] and write ef for the element of P (x) corresponding
to f ∈ S(x). An element of P (x) is monomial if it is of the form λef for some λ ∈ R. A
subrepresentation M is monomial if it is spanned by the monomials it contains.
To define Gro¨bner basis we need a concept of initial representations and terms. The
functor S is orderable if there is a choice of well-order on each S(x) such that the induced
map S(x)→ S(y) is strictly order preserving for every x→ y.
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Suppose S has ordering  on it. Then the initial term of an object α ∈ P (x) is init(α) =
λgeg, where g = max{f |λf 6= 0} and α is a direct sum of monomials. Let M be a
subfunctor of P . The initial representation of M consists of init(M)(x) that is the R-span
of init(α) for α 6= 0 ∈M(x).
Definition 2.21. Let M be a subrepresentation of P . A set of elements G of M is a
Gro¨bner basis of M is {init(α)|α ∈ G} generates init(M).
Theorem 2.22 ([13], Thm 4.2.4.). Let S be orderable and |S| be noetherian. Then every
subrepresentation of P has finite Gro¨bner basis. In particular, P is a noetherian object of
RepR(C).
Definition 2.23. Let C be an essentially small category. Then C is called Gro¨bner if for
all x ∈ C the functor Sx is orderable and the poset |Sx| is noetherian.
We say that C is quasi-Gro¨bner if there exists some Gro¨bner category C′ such that there
is a functor Φ : C′ → C that is essentially surjective and satisfies property (F).
Theorem 2.24 ([13], Thm 4.3.2.). Let C be quasi-Gro¨bner, then RepR(C) is noetherian.
In the case the category is directed as well as small we can use the following proposition
to determine if it is Gro¨bner. First note that an admissible order is a well-order on a set
that also satisfies if we have any two elements u ≤ v then for any third element t, for which
ut and vt make sense, we have ut ≤ vt.
Proposition 2.25 ([13], Prop 4.3.4.). If C is a directed category, then as posets |Cx| ∼= |Sx|
for all objects x. In particular, C is Gro¨bner if and only if for all x the set |Cx| admits an
admissible order and is noetherian as a poset.
3 Families of cellular resolutions and noetherian repre-
sentations
Cellular resolutions as a whole form a too big class of objects to study via representation
stability. Thus we will restrict to the families of cellular resolutions that are essentially
small, or small in many cases, and are interesting on their own as a restricted class of
cellular resolutions.
Definition 3.1. A family of cellular resolutions is an infinite sequence of cellular resolutions
such that as a subcategory of CellRes it is essentially small category.
Remark 3.2. From a representation stability point of view, any essentially small subcategory
would suffice. If we have an indexed sequence then the family will have countably many
objects, which clearly form a set. So in most cases the only possible cause for the family to
not be essentially small are the morphisms.
The above definition of a family of cellular resolutions does not restrict the morphisms
in any other way that on the essentially small part. In particular one can choose the cellular
resolutions at random without needing any morphisms between them. However these kind
of families are not the main interest of our study and we will restrict to ones with more
structure. Note that if we do have any morphisms in the family the Hom sets must be sets
and not a class for the essentially small condition to be satisfied. A common way that we use
in this paper is to restrict the morphisms to only one compatible pair for each chain map.
The following example presents some explicit examples of families of cellular resolutions.
Example 3.3.
• The constant family where each of the resolutions is the same.
• S/In where I is any monomial ideal and the consecutive maps are multiplications by
generators of I.
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x y
z
x2 y2xy
xz yz
z2
x3
xy2x2y
x2z xyz
xz2
z3
yz2
y2z
y3 x4
x2y2x3y
x3z
x2yz
xz2
xz3
xyz2
xy2z
xy3
z4
yz3
y2z2
y3z
y4
Figure 1: The first four cell complexes in the family of cell complexes supporting the non-
minimal resolutions.
• Cellular resolutions of edge ideals of paths with embeddings as maps between them.
Definition 3.4. Let F : F1 → F2 → . . . → Fi → . . . be a family of cellular resolutions.
We say that F is linear if there is at least one morphism fi,i+1 : Fi → Fi+1 between
consecutive cellular resolutions, and the other morphisms are compositions of those, i.e
for any fi,i+k : Fi → Fi+k there exists some consecutive morphisms such that fi,i+k =
fi+k−1,i+k ◦ fi+k−2,i+k−1 ◦ . . . ◦ fi+1,i+2 ◦ fi,i+1, except possibly selfmaps Fi → Fi.
Remark 3.5. Note that the definition does not require the decomposition of the map fi,i+k
to be unique.
A common example of linear family is the family of cellular resolution consisting of
powers of an ideal I. Families consisting of resolutions corresponding to the powers of some
ideal can be defined to have multiplication maps that correspond to the monomials in the
ideal, and so the composition part of the linear family is easily satisfied. Of course the
freedom of choice allows one to choose the morphisms such that any power family can be
non-linear, so even with families of powers there is need to clarify the morphisms and check
linearity in all cases.
3.1 Example: powers of I=(x,y,z)
We begin with an explicit example of a family of cellular resolutions that has finitely gen-
erated syzygies where this can be shown with the help of representation stability. The
propositions presented in this example are special cases of theorems and propositions in the
later sections.
Let S = k[x, yz] and let I = (x, y, z) be an ideal. We are interested in studying the
syzygies of the modules S/In for positive integer n.
Let Xn denote the labelled cell complex with labels from I
n. The cell complex Xn is
made of a triangle that is subdivided into n2 smaller triangles. Let the triangle bounded
by the vertices xn, yn and zn be called the outer triangle. We refer to the vertices of the
cell complex Xn by the labels. Consider the family of resolutions supported on the cell
complexes Xn. Figure 1 shows the first few labelled cell complexes in the family. This
family consists of non-minimal cellular resolutions. We assume that the orientation is fixed.
Fixing the orientation of the cell complexes means that we only have one cell complex for
each set of labels.
Next we want to study the possible morphisms between the cellular resolutions supported
on Xn. Recall that in [10] the morphisms are defined as compatible pairs of cellular maps
and chain maps. In the case of the family supported on the cell complexes in Figure 1 we
can approach the morphism by studying the possible cellular maps. Since we are interested
in the syzygies, we do not need the information of all different maps compatible with a
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chain map. Thus it suffices to find just one cellular map for each compatible chain map. In
practice this means we only focus on which cells are mapped to which cells, and we do not
care about how it is mapped as topological map.
Recall that in the induce label map ϕg can be found in the Definition 2.6.
Proposition 3.6. The possible cellular maps g : Xn → Xn+1, such that they are a compo-
nent of a cellular resolution morphism, are the ones inducing label maps by multiplication
by a variable.
Proof. By definition of compatibility the cellular map g must induce a map ϕg between the
label ideals. If we have a cellular map where any cell maps into a lower-dimensional cell,
the induced label map would not give a map between ideals. Thus the cellular maps have
to map cells to the same dimensional cells.
We have three easily found maps for the maps taking cells to same dimensional cells. The
cellular map g taking vertexm to the vertexmx defines a label map ϕg that is multiplication
by x. A simple computation shows that the cellular map g is compatible with the chain map
f between the resolutions supported on Xn and Xn+1 such that f0 = ϕg. This cellular map
g gives a morphism of cellular resolutions. Swapping the variable x to either y or z gives a
similar map, the multiplication is just by a different variable and we still get a morphism of
cellular resolutions.
In the case n ≥ 2, we do not have other maps that do not involve permutations of
variables. If we are in the case X1 mapping to X2 there is the cellular map taking X1 to
the central triangle of X2. This gives us three possible label maps on the vertices which are
x 7→ xy x 7→ yz x 7→ xz
y 7→ yz , y 7→ xz , and y 7→ xy
z 7→ xz z 7→ yx z 7→ yz
.
One can then use the definition of compatibility to see that we cannot construct a compatible
chain map for any of the three maps above.
So we get that the only cellular maps compatible with the cellular resolution morphisms
are the multiplications by a variable.
Let t1, t2 and t3 be the maps corresponding to the multiplications by x, y and z, respec-
tively.
We note that the possible cellular maps are in one to one correspondence to the mor-
phisms of the minimal family. Figure 3 shows the corresponding cell complexes of the
minimal family to the cell complexes of the non-minimal family of Figure 1.
Next we show that for n ≥ 2 the cellular maps t1, t2 and t3 are ”surjective” together,
that is their image cover the cell complex they map to. The condition on n is easily seen by
considering the maps from X1 to X2 where no map maps to the central triangle of X2.
Proposition 3.7. For n ≥ 2, any cell in Xn+1 is in the image of ti(Xn), i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, for
at least one i.
Proof. Let us consider the three maps between Xn and Xn+1. The maps ti, i = 1, 2, 3, are
embeddings of Xn into Xn+1. One can think of these maps as covering a part of Xn+1 by
Xn. If three copies of Xn based on ti cover the whole Xn+1 we have the desired result.
The map t1 maps Xn to the subtriangle of Xn+1 bounded by the vertices with labels
containing the variable x. It leaves a strip of triangles uncovered. This strip is shown in
Figure 2. Next consider the map t2. We only need to investigate if it covers any of the cells
in the strip, as the other cells are already in the image of t1. The map t2 maps to all labels
containing y, so in particular it covers all of the triangle strip but the top two ones. This
is shown in Figure 2. Finally we see that the map t3 will cover the remaining cells since it
will map to all cells with label z in them, in particular the two top ones.
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xn+1
xn−1y2x
ny
xnz
xn−1z2
yn−1x2
yn+1
xyn
ynz
yn−1z2
x2zn−1 y2zn−1
xzn yzn
zn+1
xn+1
xn−1y2x
ny
xnz
xn−1z2
yn−1x2
yn+1
xyn
ynz
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Figure 2: (a) The image of t1 is in blue and the uncover triangle strip is in light red in Xn+1.
(b) The images of t1 and t2 in blue and uncovered top triangles.
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xz yz
z2
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y3 x4
x2y2x3y
x3z
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xz3
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z4
yz3
y2z2
y3z
y4
Figure 3: A minimal family of cell complexes supporting the resolution of powers of I.
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The overlap of any two of the maps is Xn−1 with labels multiplied with xy, xz or yz
with respect to the maps. The overlap of all three is Xn−2 with labels multiplied by xyz.
Here we consider X0 to be a single point with label 1.
Let F be the family given by the cellular resolutions S/In supported on the subdivided
triangles. We also have the family F that consists of the minimal resolutions of S/In, which
is also a subcategory of CellRes. The morphisms are pairs of compatible maps, such that
we only have one pair for each chain map. The first few cell complexes of the resolutions
are shown in Figure 3.
We want to show that the category of representations is noetherian. One way for this is
to study the principal projectives. In F the Hom sets are finite, so the principal projective
Px gives a finitely generated free module for any element. Moreover since any map Fn → Fm
comes from the composition of maps of the form Fi → Fi+1 for n ≤ i ≤ m− 1, we get that
the principal projectives are finitely generated by definition.
Proposition 3.8. Every principal projective representation Px of F is noetherian.
Proof. By definition a representation is noetherian if every ascending chain of subobjects
stabilises. In F all the ascending chains are the whole category or some subset of it. Since
the principal projective is finitely generated the same arguments show the ascending chains
stabilise in the representation stability sense.
Corollary 3.9. RepS(F) is noetherian.
Proof. By Proposition 3.8 every principal projective is noetherian. Then applying Proposi-
tion 2.17 to F gives the noetherianity of the category.
Let us consider the following representation of F . We define a functor
sp : F → ModS
taking a cellular resolution of In to the pth module of the non-minimal resolution of In. The
functor maps a morphism given by a multiplication of a monomial to the pth component
of chain map between the non-minimal resolutions which is the multiplication by the same
monomial between the non-minimal resolutions.
Proposition 3.10. The representation sp of F defined above is finitely generated.
Proof. Since the representation sp takes a morphism of F to the map between the mod-
ules given by a corresponding chain map, we have that the morphisms of F give all the
possible maps between the modules that come from a compatible chain map. Therefore
Proposition 3.7 shows us that the representation sp is finitely generated by definition.
Then we get the following.
Proposition 3.11. The representation
σp : F → ModS
taking resolution F to its pth syzygy module is finitely generated.
Proof. First we note that the pth syzygy module is contained in the pth module of the non-
minimal resolution. So we get that σp is a subrepresentation of sp. Further more we know
that in a noetherian representation category any subrepresentation of finitely generated
representation is finitely generated. Thus σp is finitely generated as sp is.
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3.2 Noetherianity results for families of cellular resolutions
We begin this section by stating a proposition about the noetherianity properties of linear
families.
Proposition 3.12. Let F be a linear family of cellular resolutions with finitely generated
Hom sets. Then RepS(F) is noetherian.
Proof. We prove the noetherianity by showing that every ascending chain stabilises under
all principal projectives. First fix a principal projective Px.
By definition of a subobject, the only subobject for some Fi in F are the cellular reso-
lutions Fk with k < i. Then it follows that the possible ascending chains of subobjects are
either the whole family, or some subset of it.
Next we want to study the behaviour of the principal projective Px on the differ-
ent ascending chains of subobjects. Denote the cellular resolution corresponding to x by
Fi for some i. Then we have no maps to resolutions Fk for k < i, and so Px(Fk) =
S[Hom(Fi, Fk)] = S for k < i. Thus for the stability point of view it suffices to look at the
family F from Fi onwards. So we have
F≥i : Fi → Fi+1 → . . .→ Fj → . . .
Applying the principal projective functor to the family F≥i we get the following sequence
of free modules
Px(F≥i) : S[Hom(Fi, Fi)]→ S[Hom(Fi, Fi+1)]→ . . .→ S[Hom(Fi, Fj)]→ . . .
The maps between S[Hom(Fi, Fj)] → S[Hom(Fi, Fj+1)] are given by sending the gen-
erator ef ∈ S[Hom(Fi, Fj)], f ∈ Hom(Fi, Fj), to eg◦f ∈ S[Hom(Fi, Fj+1)] where g ∈
Hom(Fj , Fj+1). Each morphism in Hom(Fj , Fj+1) gives a map between the free modules.
For rest of the proof we refer to these maps given by the post-composition in Hom-sets as
post composition by a morphism, denoted by pg for g ∈ Hom(Fj , Fj+1).
If we have a map from h : S[Hom(Fi, Fj)] → S[Hom(Fi, Fk)] for some k > j > i, then
using the requirement for the family that all morphisms are made of compositions between
the consecutive resolutions, we can consider each of the components of h. First we can write
the map as
S[Hom(Fi, Fj)]
h′
−→ S[Hom(Fi, Fk−1)]
pg
−→ S[Hom(Fi, Fk)],
where pg is a suitable post-composition. This process can repeated and choosing the suitable
compositions between each consecutive modules until we get h as a composition of pgs. Note
that this is not necessarily unique decomposition. Another important thing to note about
the maps pg is that any generator in S[Hom(Fi, Fj+1)] is given by the form pg(ef ) = eg◦f
where ef ∈ S[Hom(Fi, Fj)], due to linear structure of the family.
Therefore if we have the full family, any generator of S[Hom(Fi, Fj)] is given by applying
j− i pg maps to the generators of S[Hom(Fi, Fi)]. Hence in this case the principal projective
is finitely generated or in other words it stabilises.
If we are looking at some subfamily as the ascending chain, with the indices of the cellular
resolutions denoted by j1, j2, j3, . . ., then the sequence looks the following after applying the
principal projective
S[Hom(Fi, Fj1 )]→ S[Hom(Fi, Fj2)]→ . . .→ S[Hom(Fi, Fjk)]→ . . .
Again any map S[Hom(Fi, Fjk)] → S[Hom(Fi, Fjl)] becomes a composition of pg maps.
Note that in this case we might have two pg ◦ pg′ or more as map between two free modules
but not the individual components. Since the morphisms have not been restricted all maps
from Hom(Fi, Fjk) to Hom(Fi, Fjl) are given by k − l post-compositions, and any map
in Hom(Fi, Fjl) consist of a map from Hom(Fi, Fjk) and post-compositions of consecutive
maps. Thus we have that any generator in S[Hom(Fi, Fjk)] can written as image of some
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generator in S[Hom(Fi, Fj1)] which is finitely generated free module, and so we get that any
subsequence in the family is finitely generated under the principal projective Px.
We have shown that any ascending chain of subobjects will be finitely generated under
an arbitary principal projective, equivalently all ascending chains of subobjects stabilise
under the principal projectives. Therefore all the principal projectives are noetherian and
by Proposition 2.17 RepS(F) is noetherian.
Remark 3.13. The noetherian representation depends on the morphisms, so for a general
family of cellular resolutions we need at least two conditions to have noetherian representa-
tion category:
• finitely generated morphisms, i.e. in most cases quotient out the morphisms with the
same chain map.
• After finitely many steps the morphism can all be described by just giving the mor-
phism between two consecutive cellular resolutions.
The above remark gives us the following corollary of Proposition 3.12.
Corollary 3.14. If F is a family of cellular resolutions such that it is linear after some
finite sequence of length i and for all the resolutions Fj , Fk,j, k ≤ i, Hom(Fj , Fk) is finitely
generated, then RepS(F) is noetherian.
Proof. If we look at the family consisting of the part F>i, then by Proposition 3.12 any
principal projective is finitely generated on any subsequence. Since the discarded part in
the sequence is finite, we only have finitely many Hom-sets between the cellular resolutions,
and each of these sets is finitely generated. So when considering the whole family F or a
subsequence that contains cellular resolutions from the first i resolutions, we only need to add
finitely many finite generating sets to the generators of F>i under any principal projective
Px. Thus it is still finitely generated, and we have noetherianity for every principal projective
and by Proposition 2.17 also for RepS(F).
3.3 Gro¨bner families of cellular resolutions
A common example of a linear family of cellular resolutions is the family consisting of powers
o an ideal with some assumptions on the morphisms. Then one naturally wonders whether
these very controlled families also satisfy the conditions of being Gro¨bner. For this we
consider the following special type of a family.
Let I be a monomial ideal with m generators g1, g2, . . . , gm. Suppose that for each power
of I, the module S/Ik has a cellular resolution. Let
F : F1 → F2 → . . .→ Fi → . . .
be a family of cellular resolutions where Fi = S/I
i. Furthermore, let the only maps between
consecutive resolutions in the family be multiplications by the generators of I (again one
morphism for each chain map) and the only map from Fi to itself is the identity. Moreover,
let us suppose all other maps are compositions of the multiplications. This kind of family is
not only a small category but also directed and so we can use the Proposition 2.25 to study
if it is Gro¨bner.
Example 3.15. Let us consider the ideal I = (x, y, z) and the cellular resolutions of the
powers again and let F denote the family of non-minimal triangle resolutions. This family
satisfies the conditions described above and in particular it is a directed category. Let
FF denote the category of morphisms from F ∈ F where the morphisms are commuting
triangles. We want to study the set |FF | for some F ∈ F .
First we want to show that the set |FF | has an admissible order. We label each f ∈ |FF |
by the monomial multiplication it is associated to, and then take an ordering on |FF | given
by any monomial order on the monomials. This then gives us the admissible order on |FF |.
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The set |FF | is a poset with the order given by x ≤ y if there is a map x→ y. Moreover
it is noetherian poset. This can be seen by considering the requirement for descending chain
condition and no anti-chains. Take a descending chain
f1 ≥ f2 ≥ f3 ≥ . . .
By definition of the order this means we must have a chain of maps
F1 ← F2 ← F3 ← . . .
in our category where the maps go in the direction of increasing powers. Hence the chain
of decreasing cellular resolutions cannot go on forever but will either have to reach the
resolution of S/I or stabilise before that. Next we want to look at anti-chains. Observe that
if we have fi : F → Fi and fj : F → Fj in |FF | then we will have either Fi → Fj or Fj → Fi
depending on which is the resolution of higher power. Thus we get that fi ≥ fj or fj ≥ fi
for i 6= j. Then if we want an anti-chain we must have that all elements in it correspond to
maps to the same cellular resolution. However, we only have finitely many such maps and
so we can only have finite anti-chains.
Then by Proposition 2.25 the category F is Gro¨bner.
With the above example in mind we formulate the following proposition.
Proposition 3.16. Let I be a monomial ideal. Let F be a family of cellular resolutions
where Fi = S/I
i and let the only maps between consecutive resolutions in the family be
multiplications by the generators of I and the only map from Fi to itself is the identity.
Then F is Gro¨bner.
Proof. Let F be a family of cellular resolutions as specified in the proposition and let I be
the defining ideal. Then since all the Hom-sets are finite, and since we have no selfmaps
other than the identity, the family F is small and directed as a category. Therefore it suffices
to study the set |FF | for some arbitrary member F of the family. Recall that FF is the
category of all arrows from F with commuting triangles as morphisms, and that |FF | is the
set of isomorphism classes.
Each morphisms in F corresponds to multiplication by some monomial that consists of
multiples of the monomial generators of I. If we consider the arrows in the category FF ,
we note that there are no objects that are arrows to powers smaller than F , so we only
have objects corresponding to maps to powers higher than F has. In the set of isomorphism
classes |FF |, we note that if two morphisms are associated to different multiplication they
are not isomorphic and if we have two morphisms that correspond to the same monomial
multiplication, then these are isomorphic. Therefore we can label our morphisms uniquely
with the monomials corresponding to multiplication. Then taking any monomial order, say
for example lexicographic, will give an admissible order on the set |FF |.
Next we want to look at |FF | as a poset with the natural order f ≤ g if there exists
a morphism f → g. We want to show that this poset is noetherian. First let us consider
any anti-chain in it, that is a chain of elements such that any two are not comparable.
Let f : F → G and g : F → G′ be two noncomparable objects. This means there is no
map between G and G′ that forms a commutative diagram, or in the other direction. By
defintion the family satisfies that between any consecutive objects we have multiplication
by the monomials in I, and all other maps are compositions of these. Then if G and G′
are not the same resolutions, we can find a map between them that gives a commutative
triangle with f and g. This tells us that any anti-chain must be made of arrows to the
same resolution. We only have finitely many of such objects, hence there cannot be an infite
anti-chain.
Next we want to look at the descending chain condition on |FF |. Take any descending
chain f1 ≥ f2 ≥ f3 ≥ ... and consider the maps that form it as shown in Figure 4.
The vertical chain of maps is what gives the order relation. From the definition of the
family we get that the chain of the vertical maps cannot go on forever as eventually we reach
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G3
G4
...
...
f1
f2
f3
f4
Figure 4: Commuting triangles in |FF |.
the resolution of S/I and there are no resolutions mapping to it or our chain will stabilise
before it. In either case eventually we must have fi = fi + 1 in the descending chain as we
only have one map that can be repeated. Note that we cannot end in the situation where the
resolution that F maps to are the same but we rotate possible maps as these are precisely
the non-comparable cases. Thus the poset |FF | satisfying the descending chain condition
and has no infinite anti-chains, so it is noetherian.
Since our choice of F was arbitrary, we can then applying Proposition 2.25 gives us that
F is a Gro¨bner category.
4 The syzygy functor
The main interest for us in the families of cellular resolutions is on their syzygies. The
p-th syzygy module can be written as a representation of a family F . First we define a
representation on the p-th free module.
Definition 4.1. The p-th module representation is a functor
sp : F → ModR
such that sp(Fi) = p-th free module in the resolution and sp(Fi → Fj) is the restriction of
the chain map from Fi to Fj on the p-th component.
Next we define the syzygy representation for a family of cellular resolutions.
Definition 4.2. Let F be a family of cellular resolutions. The p-th syzygy functor
σp : F → ModR
is defined by taking F ∈ F to its p-th syzygy module and the morphisms are restrictions of
the chain maps.
Proposition 4.3. The representation σp is a subrepresentation of sp.
Proof. We know that the minimal resolution is contained in a non-minimal one as a direct
summand. If the family consist of minimal cellular resolutions, then σp is a finitely generated
submodule of sp by definition of the syzygy module. Otherwise the family F has at least one
non-minimal resolution. Then we can take a natural transformation η from σp to sp given
by an embedding. Then the natural transformation will have the maps ηF : σp(F )→ sp(F )
to be monic and hence σp is a subfunctor of sp.
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We are interested in studying the finite generation of the syzygy functor. To do this we
want to make use of the cell complex structure in cellular resolutions and this gives rise to
the following definition of covering.
Definition 4.4. Let F and G be cellular resolutions such that Hom(F,G) is not empty. Let
X be the cell complex supporting F and let Y be the cell complex supporting G. We say that
we have covering of Y by X if the images of X under the maps f ∈ Hom(F,G) cover Y ,
∪f∈Hom(F,G)f(X) = Y .
Let F1, F2, . . . , Fr be cellular resolutions mapping to G. Let Xi be the cell complex sup-
porting Fi and Y be the cell complex supporting G. Then we say that X is a covering of Y
if the images of Xi under the maps f ∈ Hom(Fi, G) cover Y , ∪f∈Hom(Fi,G)f(Xi) = Y .
Definition 4.5. Let F1, F2, . . . , Fr be cellular resolutions mapping to G. Let Xi be the cell
complex supporting Fi and Y be the cell complex supporting G. Then we say that we have
d-covering of Y by X1, X2, . . . , Xr if the images of d-cells of Xi cover d-cells of Y under the
maps f ∈ Hom(Fi, G) , ∪f∈Hom(Fi,G)f(Xi) = Y .
Remark 4.6. In general taking the Taylor resolution family will not give a covering. This is
due to not having enough maps between the simplices, see Section 7.1 for more details.
Lemma 4.7. The p-th module representation is finitely generated if and only if we have
(p− 1)-covering of Xi by finitely many Xjs with j < i for all i large enough.
Proof. First let us fix p. Let F be a family of representations and suppose that the p-
th module functor sp is finitely generated. By definition this means we have finitely many
generators ǫ1, ǫ2, . . . , ǫr in sp(Fi),sp(Fi), ldots, sp(Fi) such that they generate all the modules
sp(F). Alternatively any generator e of Fj , j > i, can be written as an image of one or more
of the ǫs via maps in the sets Hom(Fk, Fj), 1 ≤ k ≤ i.
Each of the generators ǫ1, ǫ2, . . . , ǫr corresponds to a cell in the first i cell complexes, and
moreover these are all cells of dimension p− 1. Denote these cells by c1, c2, . . . , cr. From the
compatibility of the cellular resolution maps, if there is a generator mapping to a generator
then the corresponding cells map to each other. Then the finite generation implies that
choosing any p − 1 dimensional cell c in some Xj , there is a cellular map g belonging to a
cellular resolution morphism such that g(ck) = c for some 1 ≤ k ≤ r. Then any Xi has a
(p− 1)-covering by finitely many X)js, j < i, for large enough i.
Conversely, assume that we have a covering of Xi by finitely many Xjs with j < i for
all i large enough. So given any Xj, j > i, there are cell complexes Xk1 , Xk2 , . . . , Xkr that
cover Xj . We want to show that all Xk1 , Xk2 , . . . , Xkr are below i. Suppose that one of
them is not, call this one Xk. Since k > i we have that its (p − 1)-covering of it by some
Xl1 , Xl2 , . . . , Xls . Note that composing the cellular map that the Xl1 , Xl2 , . . . , Xlss have
to Xk and needed maps from Xk to Xj , give a map from Xl1 , Xl2 , . . . , Xls to Xj . Since
Xl1 , Xl2 , . . . , Xls give (p − 1)-covering of Xk we can replace Xk in the covering set of cell
complexes by the Xl1 , Xl2 , . . . , Xls . If all of the Xl1 , Xl2 , . . . , Xls are below i, then we have
(p − 1)-covering of Xj by cell complexes below i. Otherwise, we repeat the process for
the cell complexes above i to get (p − 1)-coverings by finitely many cell complexes below
i. The process will always give cell complexes below i, otherwise we would contradict the
composition properties of the morphisms.
Taking the first i cell complexes such that we have (p − 1)-covering for Xj , j > i, then
their (p−1)-cells cover all the other (p−1)-cells. Again from the compatibility of the cellular
resolution maps, this means any generator of sp(Fj) is reachable via the maps from one of
the generators of the first i modules for large enough j. we have finitely many (p−1)-cells in
the first i cell complexes, hence the first i free modules sp(Fi) have finitely many generators
all together. Thus we get a finite generating set for the representation sp.
Theorem 4.8. If F is a family of cellular resolutions with noetherian representation cat-
egory RepS(F) such that the cell complex supporting Fi is covered by the cell complexes
supporting Fj, j < i, for all i large enough. Then the syzygy representation σp is finitely
generated for all p.
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Figure 5: The labelled cell complexes X1, X2, X3, X4 supporting the resolutions of
S/I, S/I2, S/I3 and S/I4 of Example 4.11.
Proof. Let Fi denote the cellular resolutions in the family and let Xi be the cell complex
supporting Fi.
If we have a covering of the cell complexes, then in particular we have a d-covering of Fi
for all dimensions d by some finite number of lower cellular resolutions for large enough i.
Then by Lemma 4.7 we have that sd is finitely generated for all d.
Now Proposition 4.3 tells us that σp is a subrepresenation of sp for all p. Since sp is
finitely generated, then by noetherianity any subrepresentation is also finitely generated.
Hence σp is finitely generated for all p.
Remark 4.9. If one fixes a family of ideals, then the modules we get from them may have
multiple cellular resolutions, minimal or non-minimal. Then showing that there is no cov-
ering for one of the possible cellular resolutions does not imply that the others might not
have it. For example if we look at the Taylor resolution for the ideal I = (x, y, z), we will
not get covering of the cell complexes with only three maps.
Remark 4.10. The condition on having covering for everything above large enough i is a
needed condition. For example consider the following family:
Example 4.11. Let S = k[x, y, z, w] be a graded polynomial ring and let I = (xz, xw, yz, yw)
be an ideal. Let us consider the family of cellular resolutions consisting of S/In. Each of
these modules has a minimal cellular resolution, and the cell complexes supporting the first
four modules S/I, S/I2, S/I3 and S/I4 are shown in Figure 5.
These resolutions are minimal and the first two are
S
[
xz xw yz yw
]
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− S4


−w −y 0 0
z 0 −y 0
0 x 0 −w
0 0 x z


←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
4 

y
−w
z
−x


←−−−−−− S ← 0
and
S
d1←−− S9
d2←−− S12
d3←−− S4 ← 0
with maps
d1 =
[
x2z2 x2zw x2w2 xyz2 xyzw xyw2 y2z2 y2zw y2w2
]
,
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d2 =


−w −y 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
z 0 −w −y 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 z 0 −y 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 x 0 0 0 −w −y 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 x 0 z 0 −w −y 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 x 0 0 z 0 −y 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 x 0 0 0 −y 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 x 0 z −w
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 x 0 z


,
and
d3 =


−y 0 0 0
w 0 0 0
0 −y 0 0
−z w 0 0
0 −z 0 0
x 0 −y 0
0 0 w 0
0 x 0 −y
0 0 −z w
0 0 0 −z
0 0 x 0
0 0 0 x


.
Looking at the first two resolutions we can already see a pattern in them, which appears
to continue if one computes further resolutions. Now we can use the results on the syzygy
functor to show that the pattern is indeed there and the syzygies are finitely generated. The
maps in this family are again the multiplication maps. On the cellular side they correspond
to sending squares to squares. It is then not hard to see that we have covering of the cell
complex for any of the complexes Xi for i ≥ 2. Then by Theorem 4.8 the family has finitely
generated syzygy functors for all p. The finite generation of syzygies holds in general for an
n-cube, see Section 5.2.
5 Powers of ideals with finitely generated sygyzies
In this section we focus on families coming from powers of ideals and finite generation of
syzygies in them.
5.1 Maximal monomial ideals of S
Let S = k[x1, x2, . . . , xn] be a graded polynomial ring and let m be the maximal monomial
ideal. We know that the minimal resolution of S/m is supported on the n-simplex. In this
section we want to focus on the families of cellular resolutions given by the powers of m.
First we show that the resolutions S/mk, for k > 0 are supported on a subdivided n-simplex.
Definition 5.1. Let Xkn be the labelled cellular complex given by the Newton polytope of m
k,
i.e. the vertices are given by the exponent vectors of the monomials in mk, with subdivision
with the following hyperplanes
Hi,j = {y ∈ R
n|yi = j}
for 0 < i ≤ n and j ≥ 0. The labels are given by the monomials in mk and placed according
to the Newton polytope.
Remark 5.2. On the level of vertices and edges, we have that any two vertices that differ by
a single variable will be connected by an egde in this subdivision.
For an example of the cell complex see Figure 1.
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Proposition 5.3. The module S/mk has a cellular resolution supported on Xkn.
Proof. Fix an n and the polynomial ring S. Note that for each n we work over a different
polynomial ring Sn = k[x1, x2, . . . , xn].
Let us consider the cellular complex given by Xkn. This cell complex has zero reduced
homology.
Next consider the cell complex Xnkb for any b ∈ N
n. Due to the labelling with the least
common multiple, any cell in Xnkb will contain its boundary and the labeling gives us that
we cannot create holes into the cell complex with bounding by some b ∈ Nn. Then Xnkb
still has zero reduced homology for any b, and by Proposition 2.5 Xkn supports the cellular
resolution of mk.
Next we want to look at the maps between the powers. From the Example 3.1 we would
expect that the maps are gain multiplication by a variable.
Proposition 5.4. Cellular resolution morphism corresponding to multiplication by a vari-
able in S give morphism between consecutive powers of m.
Proof. Let us fix a variable, say xi, for the morphism. Then we know that the set map
induced by it is the multiplication by xi, so a vertex with a monomial label l will map to
xil. On the cellular side, this corresponds to the embedding of X
k−1
n to X
k
n such that X
k−1
n
covers the “corner” with xki . We also know that the embedding has a corresponding chain
map, hence the multiplications by a variable form a map between consecutive powers.
The existence of these desired multiplication maps gives us a linear structure on the
family. Since we cannot have other multiplication maps between distinct cellular resolutions
of the powers of the maximal ideal, we have the following.
Proposition 5.5. The family of cellular resolutions given by S/mk, for k ∈ N, with multi-
plication maps is a linear family of cellular resolutions.
Proof. Given any two members of the family, say S/mi and S/mj with i < j, the possible
maps between them must have f0 a multiplication due to the labels. Moreover, we can
split any monomial m multiplication to maps given by a variable, the order may vary so
the decomposition is not unique. This gives us the condition for any fi,i+k : Fi → Fi+k
there exists some consecutive morphisms such that fi,i+k = fi+k−1,i+k ◦ fi+k−2,i+k−1 ◦ . . . ◦
fi+1,i+2 ◦ fi,i+1.
Next we want to show that the subdivided simplicial complexes behave as the complexes
in Example 3.1. One can use the same method to show the tetrahedron is also covered
after three subdivisions. However, drawing (or building) the cell complexes gets somewhat
complicated from dimension four upwards, so we would like to have a more general proof
for these coverings. For this we will make use of the following observations from the low-
dimensional cases: the square-free part is not fully covered since nothing can map to that
cell. Once we only have a single square-free vertex, then the cell complex is covered by
copies of one subdivision lower cell complexes.
Note that we want to consider embeddings of cell complexes that correspond to the
morphisms between S/mp−1 and S/mp, which are in fact the only possible embeddings.
Proposition 5.6. Let n be a positive integer and g : Xp−1n → X
p
n be an embedding of cell
complexes for p > 0 corresponding to the cellular resolution morphisms. Then the embeddings
of g : Xn−2n → X
n−1
n cover X
n−1
n , and there cannot be a covering in the lower subdivisions.
Proof. We want to consider the cell complexes as the labelled complexes to help keep track
of the cells. Here we refer to the vertices by the monomial labels.
Firstly showing that n copies of Xn−3n do not cover X
n−2
n follows from the square-free
monomials and the multiplication maps. Let us consider the cell formed by the square-free
vertices. In the (n− 2) subdivision we have the degree (n− 1) monomials. In particular this
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means we have an n-simplex formed by these vertices. For it to be covered, we must have
another cell of the same dimension mapping to it, which implies that at least one copy of
lower subdivisions should cover the whole square-free simplex. We know that this cannot
happen since we always have a vertex that does not contain any chosen variable. Hence it
cannot be covered with a map corresponding to a multiplication by a variable.
Next we want to show that the next subdivision is coverable and this property holds
after it. In the cell complex the parts that are not covered by the maps can also be seen as
the bounded polytope by the hyperplanes Hi,1 = {y ∈ R
n | yi = 1}. In X
n−1
n these planes
intersect in a single point, namely the vertex with the label x1x2 . . . xn. So we do not have
any cells that are not covered by the embedded Xn−2n . Finally one wants to show that the
covering continues in the higher steps. The intersection of the embeddings is formed from
the vertices that have x1x2 . . . xn in their label. In X
i
n for i ≥ n− 1 there are vertices with
these labels, hence the intersection of all embeddings is not empty. Hence the embeddings
cover the whole cell complex.
Theorem 5.7. Let m be a maximal ideal of the polynomial ring S = k[x1, x2, . . . , xn]. Then
the syzygies of the modules S/mp for p > 0 are finitely generated.
Proof. From Proposition 5.5 we have that the family of resolutions S/mp has linear structure,
and we have defined the morphisms to be only three between consecutive powers so the Hom
sets are finitely generated. Then by Proposition 3.12 we have that the family has noetherian
representation category. This together with Proposition 5.6 allows us to apply the Theorem
4.8 and we have that the syzygies are finitely generated.
5.2 “Cube ideals”
In this section let S = k[x1, x2, . . . , x2n] be a polynomial ring in 2n variables. Given an n-
dimensional cube, label it with monomials such that along each of the n edge directions we
assign a pair of variables xi and xj giving xi to one end of the edges in this direction and xj in
the other. The labels on the vertices are then squarefree monomials of degree n. See Figure
5 for an example of 2-dimensional case and Figure 6 for the 3-dimensional labeled cube and
the first subdivision. The labelling of the cube can also be thought of assigning a pair to
the parallel hyperplanes that cut out the cube, with each of the hyperplanes associated to
one of the varaibles in the pair. The label on a vertex is then monomial of all the variables
of the hyperplanes it sits in.
Let us denote the pairing of variables with P that consists of P1, P2, . . . , Pn where Pi is
the set of indices of the pair assigned to the i-the edge direction. Then we can describe the
set of labels on the n-cube as the following
IP = {xi1xi2 . . . xin |ij ∈ Pj} .
Moreover this set is a square-free monomial ideal of S, and the n-cube supports the resolution
of S/IP .
By subdividing the n-cube we mean an n-cube that consists of smaller cubes subdividing
the edges into p parts. Now the labeling is done with the same pairs as for the n-cube,
but the labels moving along the directions are xpi , x
p−1
i xj , . . . , xix
p−1
j , x
p
j . Alternatively,
the subdivisions can be thought of cutting by (p − 1) hyperplanes parallel to the pairs of
hyperplanes bounding to the cube. Then each of these hyperplanes is given a monomial xpi ,
xp−1i xj , . . . , xix
p−1
j , x
p
j and the monomial on the vertex is again the monomial given by all
the variables of the hyperplanes where the vertex is. Denote the n cube with subdivision to
p edge sections by Cpn.
Proposition 5.8. Fix a pairing P on the edge directions. The cell complex Cpn supports the
resolution of S/Inp where IP = {xi1xi2 . . . xin |ij ∈ Pj}.
Proof. Let us consider the cell complex (Cpn)b for any b ∈ N
n. With our chosen labelling,
bounding a single coordinate in the exponent vector results in cutting the subdivided cube
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Figure 6: A three dimensional cube and the first subdivision of the three dimensional cube
labeled with the square ideal rules in variables x, y, z, w, u, v.
along one of the hyperplanes dividing it, unless all vertices are included or none. If the
vector b has entries bi and bj for some pair ij such that bi+ bj < p, then (C
p
n)b is an empty
complex. Now we may assume that in b the entries for each pair are such that we do not get
an empty complex. Then (Cpn)b will still consist of cubes, and will be contractible. Thus
it will be acyclic.
Next we want to look at the maps between the powers of IP for a fixed P . In particular,
we want the maps from (subdivided) cubes to (subdivided) cubes that maps m-cells to m-
cells for all m. These maps correspond to embedding the Cp−1n to C
p
n, and to make the
labels well behaved for that the algebraic side of the map has to be a multiplication by one
of the monomials of C1n. These maps are enough to give a covering of the cell complexes.
Proposition 5.9. Fix a dimension n, then C1n covers C
p
n for p ≥ 2.
Proof. We want to look at the cell maps coming from the multiplication by elements from
C1n. So we have 2
n multiplication maps between consecutive Cp−1n and C
p
n. On the cell
complex side these correspond to embeddings. The first subdivision to C2n consist of 2
n
cubes.
The first cube C1n maps to every n-cube in C
p
n. This follows from every subdividing cube
is bounded by consecutive hyperplanes, i.e. ones that have varaibles xmi x
m′
j and x
m−1
i x
m′+1
j
associated to them, thus each cube has labels that are multiple of the labels of C1n by some
monomial. Hence there is a map taking C1n to every n-cube in C
p
n and we have a covering.
Denote the family of cellular resolutions coming from the resolutions supported on the
labeled n-cube by FC . As with the maximal ideals we want to restrict the morphisms such
that for each chain map there is only one morphism.
Proposition 5.10. For a fixed n the family FC has finitely generated syzygies.
Proof. The family FC has 2
n maps between consecutive powers, which are multiplications
by the monomials in IP . Now all the other maps are compositions of these, so the family
satisfies the condition of being linear. Moreover since the Hom sets are finite, we can apply
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the Proposition 3.12 to get that RepS(FC) is noetherian. Now using the Proposition 5.9 we
can apply Theorem 4.8 to get the result.
5.3 Equigenerated ideals
Next we want to look at ideals where the generators have the same degree.
Definition 5.11. A monomial ideal is said to be equigenerated if all the generators have
the same degree.
The maximal ideals, cube ideals, and their powers are all examples of equigenerated
ideals. We know the behaviour of these from the previous sections, so the focus now is on
equigenerated ideals that are neither the maximal ideal nor cube ideal or a power of one
them.
A useful observation one can make is that given an equigenerated ideal I in n variables
in degree d we have inclusion of I to mdn. If one takes the power of I, this new ideal will
have degree 2d, and the possible maps between Xdn and X
2d
n are given by multiplications
corresponding to the monomials in mdn. Another point is that we can give a new orientation
on the cell complex to emphasize the parts we want. In the equigenerated case a natural
choice is to consider the subcomplex in Xdn coming from deleting all the vertices that are
not in the generators of the equigenrated ideal I. Call this subcomplex XdI . We can write
the resolution of S/mdn as follows
0← S
d1←− F1 ⊕ F
′
1 ← · · · ← Fi ⊕ F
′
i
di+1
←−−− Fi+1 ⊕ F
′
i+1 ← . . .
where the generators of Fi correspond to the cells in X
d
I and F
′
i has generators corresponding
to the other cells in Xdn. The map di can be written as a block matrix
[
A B
0 C
]
where A
corresponds to the map of Fi+1 to Fi, B is the map from F
′
i+1 to Fi, and C is the map from
F ′i+1 to F
′
i .
First let us consider the equigenerated ideals that given by the bounds on the exponent
vector. Each vertex label can be identified with a degree vector a = (a1, a2, . . . , an) where
an is the degree of xn in the monomial. Let b ∈ N
n, then a  b if ai ≤ bi. Denote by Ib
the ideal of monomials bound by b in a fixed mdn.
Proposition 5.12. The cellular resolution of Imb is supported on the cell complex X
md
n,mb,
and the cell complexes Xkdn,kb have coverings for large enough k.
Proof. From the Proposition 2.5 we know that the cell complex given by bounding Xdn with
the given vector is an acyclic cell complex. Furthermore, if we bound Xmdn,mb with any
vector a  b, it is the same as bounding Xdn, i.e. giving an acyclic cell complex, and if we
choose some c such that b  c, then it gives us the whole complex Xdn. Thus bounding
Xmdn,mb with any vector will give an acyclic cell complex and by Proposition 2.5 it supports
the cellular resolution of the module given by the monomial labels of Xmdn,mb.
The monomials generating Imb appear as vertex labels in X
md
n,mb, since any monomial
in Imb has an exponent vector with entries at most m times the entries of monomials in
Ib. We want to show that there are no other vertices in the X
md
n,mb. To do this we
assume there is a vertex that has a monomial label which does not come from generators
of Imb. The monomial label can be written as a product of m monomials of degree d. We
can then write the exponent vector of this monomial as (
∑m
i=1 ai1,
∑m
i=1 ai2, . . . ,
∑m
i=1 ain)
where (ai1, ai2, . . . , ain) is the exponent vector of the i-th monomial ai. If this monomial
is not a generator in Imb then at least one of the ai has to be outside of Ib, that is there
exists at least one aij > bj for some i and j. We can then focus on those j’s that contain
entries > bj , and use k to denote the number of the monomials with j-th entry > bj . Then
we have
mbj ≥
m∑
i=1
aij =
m∑
i=0,aij>b
aij +
m∑
i=0,aij≤b
aij ,
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we can divide by m since it is a positive integer and get
bj ≥
∑m
i=0,aij>b
aij
m
+
∑m
i=0,aij≤b
aij
m
.
On the first sum we can apply the inequality
∑m
i=1
λm
m ≥
∏m
i=1(λi)
1/m and use that each of
the terms is strictly greater than bi to get
∑m
i=0,aij>b
aij
m
≥
m∏
i=0,aij>b
(aij)
1/k >
k∏
i=0
b
1/k
j = bj .
Then combining this with the earlier inequality we have
bj ≥ bj +
∑m
i=0,aij≤b
aij
m
,
Which is a contradiction and hence we cannot have any vertices with labels not coming from
Imb in X
md
n,mb. Moreover, since X
md
n,mb satisfies the acyclicity conditions it supports the
cellular resolution of Imb.
Furthermore, by having all the vertex labels being products of monomials from Ib
implies that we cannot have cells outside Xkdn,kb mapping into X
md
n,mb with 1 ≤ k ≤ m− 1.
We know that the cell complexes Xtdn have covering for large enough t, thus X
md
n,mb is also
covered for large enough m.
The cellular resolutions of Imb form a linear family with their structure of maps and by
combining Proposition 5.12 and Theorem 4.8 we get the following:
Corollary 5.13. The family of cellular resolutions of Imb has finitely generated syzygy
representation.
We want to consider connected equigenerated ideal I such that they have a cellular
resolutions supported on the cell complex coming from Xdn by removing all vertices with a
label not in I and higher dimensional cells containing those. Denote this cell complex by
XdI .
Proposition 5.14. If I is an equigenerated ideal in n variables and degree d such that I
has a cellular resolution supported on XdI and the powers of I are supported on X
md
Im , then
the family of cellular resolutions given by them has finitely generated syzygies.
Proof. We will show that the syzygies are finitely generated using subfunctors of sd. Let
(F iI )d denote the d-th free module in the i-th power.
Let Fm denote the family of cellular resolutions of the powers of the maximal ideal
and let Fi denote the resolution of the i-th power of the maximal ideal. First consider a
representation of Fm defined as follows
ΦId : Fm → ModS
sending Fi to (F
i
I )d. Now we have that Φ
I
d(Fi) is a direct summand of sd(Fi), so Φ
I
d is a
subfunctor of sp.
Moreover we can considered the representationφId : Fm → ModS sending Fi to the d-th
syzygy module of the resolution of S/Ii. Since the syzygy module is a submodule of the
(F iI )d we have that φ
I
d is a subfunctor of Φ
I
d, and so it is a subfunctor of sd as well. Then
by noetherianity we know that φId is finitely generated for any d as sd is finitely generated
for any d. Thus we get that the family consisting of powers fo I has finitely generated
syzygies.
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Figure 7: Graphs G1 and G2 of Example 6.2.
6 Edge ideals
In this section we focus on the cellular resolutions that are coming from edge ideals. Through
out this section let G denote a simple graph with n vertices and m edges unless otherwise
specified. If v1 and v2 are vertices then we denote the edge between them by v1v2 if it exists.
We denote the set of edges with E(G) and the set of vertices with V (G).
Definition 6.1. Let G be a simple graph with vertices numbered by vi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The
edge ideal associated to G is a monomial ideal in the polynomial ring S = k[x1, x2, . . . , xn]
defined as
IG = (xixj |vivj ∈ E(G)).
If we consider edge ideals coming frommultiple graphs with numbers of vertices n1, n2, . . . , nr
then we take the polynomial ring with max{n1, n2, . . . , nr} variables.
The possible maps between cellular resolutions coming from edge ideals are particularly
cut down by the condition that the first component of the chain map f0 has to be a 1 × 1
matrix. As noted before this leaves only multiplication as an option and is also describing
what the cellular map does on the labels. The degree of the generators is always 2 for edge
ideals, hence we cannot have multiplication with any element of S that has degree greater
0. Thus we get that f0 has to be identity map and on the level of vertices the cellular map
is an embedding.
Example 6.2. Let S = k[x, y, z, w] be a graded polynomial ring. Consider the edge ideals
IG1 = (xy, yz, zw) and IG2 = (xy, xw, yz, zw) coming from the graphs G1 and G2 in the
Figure 7.
The resolutions of S/IG1 and S/IG2 are
S
[
xy yz zw
]
←−−−−−−−−−−−−− S3


−z 0
x −w
0 y


←−−−−−−−−−− S2 ← 0
and
S
[
xy xw yz zw
]
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− S4


−w −z 0 0
y 0 −z 0
0 x 0 −w
0 0 x y


←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
4 

z
−w
y
−x


←−−−−−− S ← 0
Both of these resolutions are cellular, with cell complexes X1 and X2 respectively. These
cell complexes are shown in the Figure 8. A possible cellular resolution map between the
two is given by taking a cellular map g embedding the line into the square with ϕg = id,
and taking a chain map with f0 = id, f1 =


1 0 0
0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

, f2 =


0 0
1 0
0 0
0 1

, and f3 = 0. This
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Figure 8: Cell complexes supporting the resolutions of S/IG1 and S/IG2 .
then forms a pair of compatible maps that give us the cellular resolution morphism. This is
the only possible map between the two resolution (not counting the possible choices for the
cellular map).
6.1 Powers of edge ideals
6.1.1 Edge ideals of paths
One of the possible things to look at with edge ideals is of course their powers. In [8]
Engstro¨m and Noren showed that the powers of edge ideals of paths have minimal cellular
resolutions and gave an explicit description of a cellular resolution that is close to minimal.
A n-path is a graph with n vertices and edges 12,23,. . . , (n− 1)n, and it is denoted with
Pn. We denote the edge ideal of path Pn with IPn . A Newton polytope of a monomial ideal
I is a polytope Newt(I) given by the pan of the exponent vectors of the generators of I.
Definition 6.3 ([8], Def 3.1). Let Newt(IdPn) be the Newton polytope of the ideal I
d
Pn
, and
define the hyperplanes
H ′i,j =

y ∈ Rn|
⌊(i−1)/2⌋∑
k=0
yi−2k = j


and
Hi,j = {y ∈ R
n|yi = j}
for 0 < i ≤ n and 0 ≤ j. The the subdivision of Newt(IdPn) by all Hi,j is called Y
d
n and the
subdivision by all Hi,j and H
′
i,j is called Z
d
n.
Proposition 6.4 ([8], Thm 5.6 ). The cell complexes Y dn and Z
d
n both support a cellular
resolution of IdPn .
Now we can study the powers of the edge ideals of chains as a family. One way to define
this family is to take cellular resolutions in our family are taken to be the ones supported
on Y dn and morphism are monomial multiplications, with ones between consecutive powers
given by IPn . As with the families in earlier sections we aim to show that the syzygy functor
for this family is finitely generated. For this purpose we want to make use of the observation
that Zdn and Y
d
n are X
d
n with some cells deleted and cut by few extra hyperplanes. Define
the following cell complex that is a subdivision of Zdn.
Definition 6.5. Let Zdn be subdivision of Z
d
n given by the hyperplanes
Hi,j =

y ∈ Rn|
⌊(i−1)/3⌋∑
k=0
yi−3k = j

 ,
for 0 < i ≤ n and 0 ≤ j.
Proposition 6.6. The cell complex Zdn supports a cellular resolution of I
d
Pn
.
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Proof. The subdivision Zdn adds no new vertices to Z
d
n. Moreover, the labels of the cell
complex Zdn come from lattice points and bounding by some vector b will give us either
convex subcomplex or an empty subcomplex. Thus it will contractible and acyclic and
giving us that it supports the resolution by Proposition 2.5.
Proposition 6.7. For a fixed n the family of cellular resolutions of powers of path ideals
Pn has finitely generated syzygies.
Proof. The cell complexes are refinement of the cell complex we encountered for the maximal
ideals. We know these are covered eventually, thus we get covering for the complexes since
we have only four cellular maps that behave the same to the cellular maps with maximal
ideals.
The powers form a linear family which follows from the possible multiplication maps.
Then we have noetherianity of the representations and get that the syzygy functor is finitely
generated as we have covering.
6.1.2 The complete graph
In this section we want to look at the powers of the edge ideals of the complete graph Kn
on n vertices. We want to look at the resolutions of the powers of edge ideals of complete
graphs.
The complete graph on n vertices is a graph that contains an edge between any two
vertices. This then implies that the edge ideal of the graph Kn, denoted by IKn , is given by
all pairs xixj with 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n. These monomials are precisely all the degree 2 monomials
of m2n that are bounded by the vector (1, 1, . . . , 1). This allows us to apply the earlier results
on the equigenerated ideals bounded by some vector.
Proposition 6.8. Let F be family of cellular resolutions coming from the powers of IKn ,
then the syzygies of the family are finitely generated.
Proof. This follows directly from the Corollary 5.13 by setting b = (1, 1, . . . , 1) and d =
2.
6.2 Booth-Lueker graphs
In this section we want to look at results relating to the edge ideal of the Booth-Lueker
graph. In [7] the formulas for the Betti numbers and other invariants of the resolution were
established in terms of the graph’s number of edges and vertices. The cellularity of the
resolution was not studied in this paper. First we recall the Booth-Lueker edge ideal from
[7] and some definitions from [4].
For this section let G be a simple graph and let IG be the edge ideal of this graph.
Definition 6.9. For any graph G let BL(G) be the graph with vertex set V (G) ∪E(G) and
edges uv for every pair of vertices in G and ue for every vertex u incident to an edge e in
G. We call BL(G) the BoothLueker graph of G.
Let us denote the edge ideal of the Booth-Lueker graph with BL(IG).
Definition 6.10 ([4], Def 2.1). Let I be a monomial ideal. The ideal I has linear quo-
tients if there is an ordering of the generators (m1,m2, . . . ,mk) such that the colon ideal
(m1,m2, . . . ,mj−1) : mj is generated by some subset of variables for each j.
Definition 6.11 ([4], Def 2.2). Let I be a monomial with linear quotients for some order
(m1,m2, . . . ,mk). The set of a generator is defined to be set(mj) = {k ∈ [n] |xk ∈<
m1,m2, . . . ,mj−1 >: mj}.
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Definition 6.12 ([4], Def 2.4). Let I be a monomial ideal and let M(I) denote the set of all
monomials in I and let G(I) denote the set of generators of I. The decomposition function
of I is a map from b : M(I) → G(I) defined as b(m) = mj where j is the smallest index
such that m ∈< m1,m2, . . . ,mj >.
The decomposition function b is regular if for every m ∈ G(I) and every t ∈ set(m) we
have set(b(xtm)) ⊆ set(m).
These definitions then allows us to state the main theorem from [4].
Theorem 6.13 ([4], Thm 3.10). Suppose that ideal I has linear quotients with respect to
some ordering (m1, . . . ,mk) of the generators, and suppose that I has a regular decomposition
function. Then the minimal resolution of I obtained as an iterated mapping cone is a cellular
and supported on a regular CW-complex.
Before applying the above definitions and theorems we make some observations about
the Booth-Lueker ideals.
Proposition 6.14. If I is an edge ideal of a simple graph, then the ideal BL(I) of the
Booth-Lueker graph has linear quotients and a regular decomposition function.
Proof. Let I be an edge ideal of a graph with n vertices. The Booth-Lueker ideal of I is
given by
BL(I) = (x1x2, x1x3, . . . , x1, xn, x2x3, . . . , x2xn, . . . , xn−1xn, {xiyk, xjyk | ij is the k-th edge}) .
First we want to show that the ideal has linear quotients for the ordering given above. Note
that we have chosen our ordering such that for a monomial xixj we have i < j. If we
consider the colon ideal of the form < x1x2, . . . , xixj−1 >: xixj we can compute it to get
that it has generators xk with k < i or i < k < j. Thus until the y variables the colon ideal
satisfies the condition of being generated by variables.
Let us look at the colon ideals of the form
< x1x2, . . . , xn−1xn, xi1y1, xj1y1, . . . , xityt >: xjtyt,
again one can compute the generators of it and these are xk with k 6= jtand yi corresponding
to an edge with xit with i < t. Finally the last type of colon ideal we can have is
< x1x2, . . . , xn−1xn, xi1y1, xj1y1, . . . , xityt, xjtyt >: xit+1yt+1
and as before computing the generators gives xk with k 6= it+1 and yi corresponding to an
edge with xit+1 with i < t+1. Thus we get that BL(I) has linear quotients with respect to
to the order given above.
Using the order given in the defintion of linearisation, the sets of the generators can be
explicitly computed to obtain
set(xixj) = {1, . . . , i− 1, i+ 1, . . . , j − 1}
set(xiyk) = {1, . . . , i− 1, i+ 1, . . . , n} ∪ {n+ t|xiytis a generator of BL(I)}
Note that if t ∈ set(xixj) then t < j. Next we want to check the regularity of the de-
composition function. For the generators of the form xixj we get the following from the
multiplication by variables given by the set(xixj):
set(b(xtxixj)) = set(xixt) =
{
{1, 2, . . . , t− 1, t+ 1, . . . , i− 1} if t < i
{1, 2, . . . , i− 1, i+ 1, . . . , t− 1} if i > t
.
It is clear that both of the sets above are contained in set(xixj) = {1, . . . , i−1, i+1, . . . , j−1}.
Next let us consider the regularity for the generators of the form xiyk. In this notation
xn+j = yj . We can divide the computation of set(b(xtxiyk)) to two cases, firstly when xixt,
for any t > n, is not a generator, and secondly when xixt, for at least one t > n, is a
generator. In the first case the computation gives us the same result as with xixj . In the
second case we further subdivide to t < n and t > n.
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t < n When t < n we have set(b(xtxiyk)) = set(xtxi) which is {1, 2, . . . , t−1, t+1, . . . , i−1}
or {1, 2, . . . , i − 1, i + 1, . . . , t − 1}. Both are contained in the set {1, . . . , i − 1, i +
1, . . . , n} ∪ {n+ t|xiytis a generator of BL(I)}.
t > n When t > n we have set(b(xtxiyk)) = set(xtxi) = {1, . . . , i − 1, i + 1, . . . , n} ∪
{n < r < t|xixris a generator of BL(I)}. The first part is clearly contained in
set(xiyk), further more we have that {n < r < t|xixr is a generator of BL(I)} ⊆
{n+ t|xiytis a generator of BL(I)} since xt must be bofore yk in the ordering of the
variables.
Thus we get that the decomposition function satisfies the definition of regularity.
Corollary 6.15. Every ideal of a Booth-Lueker graph has a minimal cellular resolution
coming from the mapping cone resolution construction.
Proof. By Proposition 6.14 the edge ideal BL(IG) of a Booth-Lueker graph has linear quo-
tients and a regular decomposition function. Thus we can apply the Theorem 6.13 to BL(IG)
and get that BL(IG) has a cellular resolution made with mapping cones.
Let us consider the functor from a family of edge ideal resolutions to Booth-Lueker ideal
resolutions. Given an edge ideal, we can define the Booth-Lueker ideal, and this gives us a
way to send a cellular resolution of an edge ideal to a cellular resolution to a corresponding
Booth-Lueker edge ideal. The morphisms on edge ideals then give well defined morphisms on
the Booth-Lueker ones. For the rest of this section we will denote the variable yk belonging
to the k-th edge between xi and xj by yij
Let FI and FJ be two cellular resolutions that belong to edge ideals I and J , and
suppose that we have a map between FI and FJ . From our earlier observations this map
has to be an embedding. Let us consider the resolutions for the Booth-Lueker ideals BL(I)
and BL(J). The generators of I and J are contained in these ideals and moreover we have
an embedding of the generators of BL(I) to BL(J). The cell complexes supporting Booth-
Lueker ideal resolutions coming from mapping cones are formed of a piece that corresponds
to the complete graph. This can be taken to be minimal or the non-minimal one contained
in the cell complex supporting a maximal ideal, and n− 1 or higher dimensional cells from
adding the vertices containing yij . Now we may assume that the ordering on the ideals
BL(I) and BL(J) is such that any monomials from vertices in BL(J) that are not in BL(I)
are ordered last. Then we have an embedding of the cell complex supporting the resolution
of BL(I) to the cell complex supporting a resolution of BL(J) if the corresponding graphs
have the same number of vertices. If the underlying graphs have a different number of
vertices, we can still embed the cell complex supporting BL(I) to BL(J) in the mapping
cone construction gives subcomplex at each step and they are glued on in the same way
for both BL(I) and BL(J), assuming one is consistent with the choices in building the cell
complex.
Let CellResE(n) denote the category of cellular resolutions coming from edge ideals of
graphs with at most n vertices, and let CellResE(n+
n(n−1)
2 ) denote the category of cellular
resolutions of coming from edge ideals of graphs with at most n + n(n−1)2 vertices. If we
take an edge ideal and go to the Booth-Lueker ideal of it, the resolutions will move from
CellResE(n) to CellResE(n +
n(n−1)
2 ). The resolutions in CellResE(n) are defined over the
polynomial ring with n variables, and we will use the variables x1, . . . , xn for this polynomial
ring. When we use these categories in the context of having a functor the variables in the
polynomial ring for CellResE(n+
n(n−1)
2 ) are denoted by
x1, . . . , xn, y12, y13, . . . , y1n, y23, . . . , y(n−1)n.
Definition 6.16. Let CellResE(n) denote the category of cellular resolutions coming from
edge ideals of graphs with at most n vertices and m edges in k[x1, . . . , xn]. Then define the
functor
BL : CellResE(n)→ CellResE(n+
n(n− 1)
2
)
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by sending cellular resolution FG to a minimal resolution of Booth-Lueker edge ideal of G
FBL(G). The functor BL takes an embedding of cellular resolutions to an embedding on the
Booth-Lueker resolutions.
This functor can be restricted to families of cellular resolutions in which case it takes
a family over with individual resolutions belonging to CellResE(n) to a family where the
resolutions are in CellResE(n+
n(n−1)
2 ).
Recall that in Section 2.2 we defined a property for functors called property (F). Next
we show that in this setting of edge ideals the BL functor satisfies this property.
Proposition 6.17. The restriction of the functor BL between families satisfies the property
(F).
Proof. Let F denote a family of cellular resolutions coming from edge ideals and let BL(F)
denote the family of cellular resolutions obtained by taking each resolution FI in F to a
minimal cellular resolution of the associated Booth-Lueker ideal FBL(I).
Let FBL(I) be an arbitrary cellular resolution in BL(F). We know that there is an ideal
I whose Booth-Lueker ideal BL(I) is, and we can choose the resolution FI as our finite
set of elements in F . Then we get a morphism FBL(I) → FBL(I) that is just the identity,
denoted by id. Now pick any FJ in F , then the morphism from FBL(I) → BL(FJ ) is either
an embedding or there is no morphism. Let us assume we have an embedding and call it
g. Then picking the embedding f between FI and FJ gives that BL(F ) is an embedding of
FBL(I) to BL(FJ ). Since we only have one possible morphism between two different cellular
resolutions coming from different edge ideals, we have that g = BL(F ) = BL(f) ◦ id.
This means we can pullback information on the representation from BL to original graphs.
This allows one transfer to finiteness results from the Booth-Lueker ideals to other edge
ideals, if there are some. However in this setting of restricting the number of vertices on the
graph one necessarily has only finitely many possible edge ideals that we can get and hence
syzygies by default are finitely generated.
We would like to consider sequences of cellular resolutions coming from graphs where we
have not restricted the number of vertices, which means we would have to work over the
polynomial ring with infinitely many variables. In practice we can consider the family where
each cellular resolution has its own polynomial ring in suitably many variables.
7 Unrestricted families of cellular resolutions
In this section we want to consider families of cellular resolutions that do not have restrictions
on the number of variables appearing in the polynomial ring. By our previous definition
of family of cellular resolutions this means we would have to work over the polynomial
ring with infinitely many variables. However, each individual cellular resolution we consider
is still assumed to only have finitely many variables in the defining ideal, that is it lives
in a polynomial ring with finitely many variables. This observation allows us to consider
the unrestricted family as something consisting of cellular resolutions each over their own
polynomial ring.
For this section we assume all our polynomial rings are over the same base field k.
Proposition 7.1. If F is a cellular resolutions over the polynomial ring S = k[x1, . . . , xn]
then the change of variables to the ring S′ = k[y1, . . . , ym], with m ≥ n, gives also a cellular
resolution.
Proof. Relabelling the variables does not change the relations between the monomials, hence
the cell complex supports a cellular resolution after the change of the ring.
Remark 7.2. There is often more than one way of changing the variables to the bigger ring,
however not all of the possible changes work with the cellular resolution maps that we want
to have.
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There are multiple options how to change the variables to go from one ring to another.
However our aim is to study families of cellular resolutions in this setting so we are only
interest in those changes of variable that are compatible with a cellular resolution map. To
illustrate this we have the following example.
Example 7.3. Let S1 = k[x, y, z, w] and S2 = k[x, y, z, w, t] be two polynomial rings. Let
us consider the cellular resolutions for the ideals IP4 and IP5 . From Section 6.1.1 we know
that they both have a minimal cellular resolution. The minimal resolution for IP4 is the
resolution of G1 from Example 6.2 considered over the ring S1. This resolution is supported
on a cell complex formed on three vertices and two edges. We can compute a minimal
resolution for IP5 over the ring S2:
S
[
xy yz zw wt
]
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− S4


−z −wt 0 0
x 0 −w 0
0 0 y −t
0 xy 0 z


←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
4 

wt
−z
x
xy


←−−−−−− S ← 0.
Changing the ring for the resolution of IP4 from S1 to S2 has multiple ways to do it if we
allow all possible changes and permutations. We want to be able to map the resolution to
that of IP5 , and so we only want those changes that give us a subset of the generators of IP5 .
In practise the possible subsets that can give a map between the resolutions are xy, yz, zw
and yz, zw,wt. The changes of variables that give these are x 7→ x, y 7→ y, z 7→ z, w 7→ w
and x 7→ y, y 7→ z, z 7→ w,w 7→ t and x 7→ t, y 7→ w, z 7→ z, w 7→ y and x 7→ w, y 7→ z, z 7→
y, w 7→ x, and they give maps that are embeddings between the cellular resolutions with
possibly a change of orientation on the cells.
The example above then motivates the following definition for a family of cellular reso-
lution with no restriction on the polynomial ring.
Definition 7.4. Let F be family of cellular resolutions such that each resolution Fi is over
a polynomial ring Si. We call such family the unrestricted family of cellular resolutions.
The unrestricted family forms a category with the objects being the individual resolu-
tions and morphisms are compositions of a change of a ring map and a cellular resolution
morphism.
We can lift many definitions from the earlier sections to the unrestricted family setting.
This includes the definition of covering in Definition 4.4. It still holds since the cell complexes
do not change and morphisms behave like the maps between cell complexes in the ordinary
family case. Furthermore Definition 3.4 of a linear family can also be applied directly to the
unrestricted family.
Next we want to consider the representations of the unrestricted family. Let S∞ denote
the polynomial ring with infinitely many variables. We want to consider representations to
the modules over this infinite ring.
Definition 7.5. A representation of an unrestricted family F is a functorM : F → ModS∞.
Then we can define the following particular representations.
Definition 7.6. The t-th module representation
s∞t : F → ModS∞
such that s∞t (Fi) is the free module over S∞ with generators in the same degrees as the t-th
free module in the resolution, and s∞t (Fi → Fj) is the matrix of the chain map from Fi to
Fj on the t-th component.
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Figure 9: Labelled cell complexes for the family in Section 7.1.
Definition 7.7. Let F be an unrestricted family of cellular resolutions. The t-th syzygy
functor
σ∞t : F → ModS∞
is defined by taking F ∈ F to the finitely generated submodule of a free S∞-module s
∞
t (Fi)
with the same generators as the t-th syzygy module of F , and the morphisms are restrictions
of the free module maps to the submodule.
Note that σ∞t is a subfunctor of s
∞
t .
Making use of the fact that the unrestricted family behaves similar to the family over
a single polynomial ring we get analogues of the results from the previous sections in the
setting of unrestricted families.
Proposition 7.8. If F is an unrestricted family of cellular resolutions such that it is linear
then the representations RepS∞(F) form a noetherian category.
Proof. Suppose that F is an unrestricted family of cellular resolutions such that it is linear.
Then the morphisms in this family behave in the same way as for the linear family over
a single polynomial ring. Thus we have that the principal projectives are all noetherian
following the proof of Proposition 3.12. Then it follows from the principal projectives being
noetherian that the representation category RepS∞(F) is noetherian.
Proposition 7.9. If F is an unrestricted family of cellular resolutions such that it is linear
and the cell complexes have covering in dimension t for all i large enough, then the syzygy
functor σ∞t is finitely generated for t.
Proof. The generators of the modules in s∞t (F ) correspond to the cells in the cell complex
supporting the resolution of F . Therefore we can use the same argument as in the proof
of Lemma 4.8. Assume we have t-covering for some large enough i. Then we have that
every cell complex above i in the family is covered by some finite set of cell complexes.
That means there is a finite set of t-cells that cover all other t-cells. This implies that on
the level of free modules, every generator in the t-th modules is reachable from a finite set
of generators since the chosen maps correspond to the cellular maps. Then by definition
the representation s∞t is finitely generated for t. Moreover by Proposition 7.8 the linearity
implies that representations are noetherian, in particular this means any subrepresentation
of finitely generated representation is finitely generated, so we have that σ∞t is finitely
generated.
7.1 Simplexes supporting resolutions
In this section we want to consider an explicit example of an unrestricted family of cellular
resolutions. Let us take the n-simplex with variable labels where we add a new one vari-
able at each dimension. Each simplex supports a cellular resolution but over a different
ring. This will give us a family of minimal cellular resolutions F and denote the resolution
corresponding to the n-simplex by Fn. This family of cell complexes is shown in Figure 9.
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For the morphisms in the family we can take all possible maps, note that between Fn
and Fn+1 there are (n + 1)! maps. However if we are only interested in which cells map to
which cell, then it is enough to consider only the maps that come from choosing n variables
from n+ 1 variables.
Proposition 7.10. For a fixed t the representation σ∞t of F is finitely generated.
Proof. Let F be the family of cellular resolutions supported on the simplices. Then any map
between some resolutions Fi and Fj can be written as composition of consecutive maps, and
we have map between any two of the cellular resolutions. Therefore the family F is a linear
family and we get that the representation category is noetherian.
Next we want to show that for a fixed dimension t we have covering of t dimensional cells.
For this we will only consider the maps that give different set of variables after the change
of ring. Then we will have n+1 maps between the resolutions Fn and Fn+1. Let Xn denote
the n-simplex. The resolution maps we are considering correspond to the embeddings of Xn
to Xn+1. There are n+ 1 possible embeddigns between Xn and Xn+1, which also cover all
n-dimensional cells. However, none of the embeddings cover the (n + 1)-dimensional cell.
Thus if we fix a dimension t, taking all cell complexes up Xt will then give a covering of the
t-dimensional cells with the embeddings. Thus for the family F we have that for a fixed t
we have t-covering.
Hence by Proposition 7.9 we get that the representation σ∞t is finitely generated for a
fixed t.
8 Open questions
Finally we list few open questions that arise from the previous sections.
In all of our examples the families of cellular resolutions have been linear, so a natural
question would be to ask what about non-linear families. Can we find non-linear families
that have finitely generated syzygies or satisfy other properties like noetherian representation
category? Another observation in all our examples is that we used noetherianity to prove
finite generation of syzygies, and often the noetherianity of the representation category
is inherited from the nice structure the family has which in first place suggested finite
generation of syzygies. One can then ask whether there exists a family of cellular resolutions
that has finitely generated syzygies but without a noetherian representation category?
In this paper we focused on the syzygies of the families of cellular resolutions. Thus one
can ask if the representations can be used to study other properties than syzygies for the
families. We also note that the Gro¨bner property was used to study the families and this
could be an interesting direction to look at. Moreover, the paper of Sam and Snowden [13]
contains other structures, like lingual structures, that have not been addressed in this paper.
One possible question is do the lingual structures have particular meaning or application
with cellular resolutions and can we find families that satisfy the conditions to have these
structures.
As a last open question we pose further work on the unrestricted case of families. The
approach we have proposed could be considered the naive way to deal with the requirement
of having cellular resolutions over different rings, and we have not dwelt very deeply into it.
The theory of modules over polynomial ring with infinitely many variables could offer tools
to work further with the proposed setting and also make use of different representations for
these families. Another direction to take with these are the cases where there is polynomial
ring with a maximal number of variables, in which case the modules can be taken over that.
This mixed finite case also allows different permutations of variables within the same ring,
which are not morphisms of cellular resolutions in the fixed ring case.
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